From degradable plastics to rubber chemistry developments to Canadian currency, manufacturers of plastics and rubber products are at the forefront of emerging technologies. Increased strength, flexibility, resistance to bacteria and extreme temperatures are just some of the innovations driving the use of plastics as substitutes for glass, metal, concrete and fabric. New plastics are now easier to recycle and bioplastics made from natural polymers and used in packaging, clothing, vehicles and medical products are responding to consumers’ environmental concerns.

Whether it’s coverage for equipment, property, auto fleet or product recall, Travelers Canada has designed an industry-specific product with a comprehensive package of core and specialized lines of coverage.

IndustryEdge® for Plastics and Rubber Products Manufacturers provides the coverage and support necessary to keep operations running smoothly in the event of loss or damage. Additional specialized coverages such as ocean cargo for worldwide product shipments, inland marine for movable property and management liability are designed to fit the needs of today’s manufacturers.

Travelers Canada. Providing middle-market industries with a competitive edge.
Available coverages at a glance

Commercial property
• Includes contents, stock, equipment, tenant improvements and betterments as well as electronic data processing equipment in the definition of business personal property
• Selling price valuation on finished stock held for sale
• Replacement cost for patterns, dies and forms in current usage
• Interruption of utility services
• Newly constructed or acquired property
• Electronic vandalism
• Property at installation site
• Stored water
• Non-owned detached trailers
• Undamaged parts of stock in process

Business income
• Business income from dependent property
• Contract penalties
• Transit business income

Commercial general liability
• Limited worldwide coverage with suits brought back to North America

Optional coverages
• Peak season increased limit of insurance endorsement
• Equipment breakdown coverage including production machinery
• Transportation coverage, including loading and unloading
• Manufacturers errors and omissions insurance
• Hoist liability coverage
• Product recall expense endorsement
• Ocean cargo and other ocean marine lines

The Travelers Canada difference
• IndustryEdge® for Plastics and Rubber Products Manufacturers is designed to address the industry’s specific insurance requirements and features industry-specific insurance protection such as manufacturers errors and omissions liability
• Risk control professionals who have the knowledge, experience and technical ability to help plastics and rubber products manufacturers identify and reduce the exposures that could result in injuries or damage to inventory, equipment and property
• Experienced claims professionals with industry experience
• U.S. capabilities with local decision-making authority

IndustryEdge® for Plastics and Rubber Products Manufacturers is ideal for:
• Rubber and plastic footwear
• Laminated plastic plate, sheet and profile shapes
• Plastic plumbing fixtures
• Plastic products including pipe, hose, belting, bottles, gaskets, packing and sealing devices
• Rubber products including hose, belting and fabricated as well as moulded, extruded and lathe-cut mechanical goods

Contact us today for more information about IndustryEdge® for Plastics and Rubber Products Manufacturers. Visit travelerscanada.ca to learn more about IndustryEdge®.